In a free electron laser (FEL), the frequency scales as the square of the beam voltage divided by the wiggler period. Because of the favorable scaling with voltage, FELs show promise for operating at high frequencies. However, there are technological limits on attainable voltages. Thus, to reach ultra -high frequencies, either the wiggler period must decrease or the FEL must operate at a harmonic of the fundamental frequency. When increasing the frequency in a FEL, then, the question is: is it better to operate at a harmonic or to operate at the fundamental with the wiggler period decreased. There are two criteria here. The first is scaling of the spatial growth rate, g, with wiggler period. Since the length of the FEL is inversely proportional to the growth rate, too large a reduction in g will lead to a circuit that is so long that it becomes impractical. The second is suppression of the fundamental. The fundamental mode tends to have higher growth rate than the harmonic, and unless suppressed, it will eventually dominate in the nonlinear regime even if it starts at a much lower amplitude. In this paper we will first consider scaling of the growth rate with wiggler period and harmonic number, then look at the effect of the harmonic on the growth rate of the fundamental in a tapered FEL amplifier.
In a free electron laser (FEL), the frequency scales as the square of the beam voltage divided by the wiggler period. Because of the favorable scaling with voltage, FELs show promise for operating at high frequencies. However, there are technological limits on attainable voltages. Thus, to reach ultra -high frequencies, either the wiggler period must decrease or the FEL must operate at a harmonic of the fundamental frequency. When increasing the frequency in a FEL, then, the question is: is it better to operate at a harmonic or to operate at the fundamental with the wiggler period decreased. There are two criteria here. The first is scaling of the spatial growth rate, g, with wiggler period. Since the length of the FEL is inversely proportional to the growth rate, too large a reduction in g will lead to a circuit that is so long that it becomes impractical. The second is suppression of the fundamental. The fundamental mode tends to have higher growth rate than the harmonic, and unless suppressed, it will eventually dominate in the nonlinear regime even if it starts at a much lower amplitude. In this paper we will first consider scaling of the growth rate with wiggler period and harmonic number, then look at the effect of the harmonic on the growth rate of the fundamental in a tapered FEL amplifier.
In a FEL at fixed beam voltage and current, the growth rate depends on both the wiggler period, "u and wiggler magnetic field, B. These two quantities are, in fact, related, but the relation is usually complicated and depends in detail on the magnet system. Here we sidestep the issue of the dependence of Bu, on Au and simply let Bw scale as Aw. For generality we let p take on the values 0, 1/2, and 1. At large wiggler periods p = 0; as the wiggler period decreases 1 cm), p can be 1/2 or larger.'
With the above dependence of the magnetic field on wiggler period, the growth rate is computed in Ref. 1 . Letting g(w) be the growth rate at frequency w, we have for operation at the third where C, is the coupling coefficient at the nth harmonic, and for operation at the fundamental with the wiggler period decreased by a factor of three, (1) g(3w)
(1 + (1/3)(2r +2)a2 (1 + a1/2)1/3 (2) where au, is the wiggler period at-the fundamental frequency. In a planer wiggler, which we consider here, only the odd harmonics are present. Consequently, we compare operation at the third harmonic to operation at the fundamental with the wiggler period decreased by a factor of three. The gain ratios g(3w) /g(w) are plotted versus wiggler parameter in Fig. 1 for p = 0, 1/2, and 1. to reach ultra-high frequencies, either the wiggler period must decrease or the FEL must operate at a harmonic of the fundamental frequency. When increasing the frequency in a FEL, then, the question is: is it better to operate at a harmonic or to operate at the fundamental with the wiggler period decreased. There are two criteria here. The first is scaling of the spatial growth rate, g, with wiggler period. Since the length of the FEL is inversely proportional to the growth rate, too large a reduction in g will lead to a circuit that is so long that it becomes impractical. The second is suppression of the fundamental. The fundamental mode tends to have higher growth rate than the harmonic, and unless suppressed, it will eventually dominate in the nonlinear regime even if it starts at a much lower amplitude. In this paper we will first consider scaling of the growth rate with wiggler period and harmonic number, then look at the effect of the harmonic on the growth rate of the fundamental in a tapered FEL amplifier.
In a FEL at fixed beam voltage and current, the growth rate depends on both the wiggler period, \w, and wiggler magnetic field, Bw. These two quantities are, in fact, related, but the relation is usually complicated and depends in detail on the magnet system. Here we sidestep the issue of the dependence of Bw on Xw, and simply let Bw scale as \p w. For generality we let p take on the values 0, 1/2, and 1. At large wiggler periods p = 0; as the wiggler period decreases (~ 1 cm), p can be 1/2 or larger.1
With the above dependence of the magnetic field on wiggler period, the growth rate is computed in Ref. 1. Letting g(u>) be the growth rate at frequency we have for operation at the third
where Cn is the coupling coefficient at the nth harmonic, and for operation at the fundamental with For all three values of p, as long as au, 2 the gain is significantly larger for third harmonic operation than for operation at the fundamental with decreased wiggler period. For example, for aw = 3, g(3w) for third harmonic operation is larger than g(3w) for fundamental operation by a factor of about 2.8. Thus, a fundamental mode FEL at 3w would be about 2.8 times longer than a third harmonic FEL at the same frequency.
Of course, the total gain of the fundamental also depends on the wiggler parameter; this must be taken into account when designing a realistic device. To compute the gain of the fundamental in the presence of the harmonic, we consider a onedimensional model in which the radiation undergoes spatial amplification as it interacts with an electron beam in a wiggler magnetic field. The equations for this system, which are discussed in more detail in Ref. 1, involve the beat wave 0, defined by / -f z (k0 + kw(z')) dz' -coot where z is the position of the particle at time t, and the normalized electromagnetic field amplitude of the nth harmonic where the double angle brackets indicate an average over the initial phases and entrance times of the particles. The quantity E(4) is proportional to the slippage parameter. These quantities depend on the resonant beam energy, mc2yrO, the wiggler parameter, awO, and the gain length. Our goal is to choose yr() and aw() so that the overall gain of the fundamental is as small as possible.
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For all three values of p, as long as aw ~ 2 the gain is significantly larger for third harmonic operation than for operation at the fundamental with decreased wiggler period. For example, for aw = 3, g(3uj) for third harmonic operation is larger than p(3cu) for fundamental operation by a factor of about 2.8. Thus, a fundamental mode FEL at 3u> would be about 2.8 times longer than a third harmonic FEL at the same frequency.
Of course, the total gain of the fundamental also depends on the wiggler parameter; this must be taken into account when designing a realistic de where the double angle brackets indicate an average over the initial phases and entrance times of the particles. The quantity e(£) is proportional to the slippage parameter. These quantities depend on the resonant beam energy, me27r(£), the wiggler parameter, aw(£), and the gain length. Our goal is to choose 7r(£) and aw(£) so that the overall gain of the fundamental is as small as possible.
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A "good" harmonic FEL design is one in which the amplitude of the fundamental mode remains small enough that nonlinear effects are not important. Consequently, in our analysis we ignore all terms which are quadratic or higher order in the amplitude of the fundamental mode. The harmonic mode, on the other hand, is treated fully nonlinearly. When the harmonic becomes large enough that nonlinear effects are important, the growth rate of the fundamental is modified.
To model the FEL numerically, we assume that the period and magnetic field, which determine ')r and aw, can be tapered independently, although we let y,.(4-) and a,,,(0 have the same form:
where r)y, r1a, p, fit, and 4f are parameters which we choose (fit is the position where tapering starts; 4f is the final value of 4), and O() is the Heavyside step function. With this tapering, the deceleration term becomes a(4) = -reap( / f)p -10( -6) where 1/a is also a parameter at our diposal.
In our analysis we vary aw(0), iy, T/a, 17a, P, t, and of to maximize the gain of the harmonic and minimize the gain of the fundamental. Since the single pass gain of the fundamental is 105, to repress the fundamental mode its total reflection (the product of the reflection coefficients at each end of the device) must be less than 10 -5. If reflectivity low enough to suppress the fundamental can be achieved, then, because of its higher gain, a third harmonic design at au, = 3 is superior to a fundamental design with reduced wiggler period. coefficients at each end of the device) must be less than the fundamental can be achieved, then, because of its = 3 is superior to a fundamental design with reduced
